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QUIZ 14 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

Fill in each gap with the right word from the list. (3Pts)

1. I ate a sandwich and I had a stomach ache. I                have eaten at that snack. (shouldn’t- needn’t)
2. He is a doctor now. He                  have studied medical studies somewhere.        (will- should- must)
3. You look pale. You                     take some medicine.                                                     (should- will- might)
4. Drivers                    drive without fastening their safety-belt.                           (must- mustn’t – needn’t)
5. His car has never broken down. So, he              to buy a new one.  (doesn’t have- needn’t- mightn’t)
6. He had an accident. He                     have driven carefully.                                   (should- might-need to)

         Re-write these sentences beginning with the words given. (5Pts)

1. “The medicine prescribed didn’t make the patient feel better,” the doctor to the nurse.
    The doctor told the nurse
2. I went to the library. I wanted to borrow some books.
     So as to
3. I argued with my parents last night.
     If only
4. United Nations organized the Cop22 in Marrakesh last November.
     The COP22
5. I’ve worked for many years as a doctor. I’ve never seen such a fatal disease.
     In spite of

         Fill in the blanks with the appropriate linking words from the list. (4Pts)

1.                              he is a gifted person, he has never won a prize.
2. The police o�cer reported that the accident was                          high speed and lack of sleep.
3. The steak was over-grilled.                              , the guests liked it.
4. William likes homemade food,                          his wife prefers eating out in restaurants.

slow down  - broke out  – show up  - stands for  - put o�  - handed in -  went out 

due to - Although - therefore - However  -  despite - whereas

         Fill in the gaps with appropriate words from the lists. (3Pts)

1. It’s a shame! He left without                                   goodbye to anyone.             (say- to say- saying)
2. Sara,                I haven’t met for ages, came back yesterday from Tunisia.     (whom-who-which)
3. I am hungry. I feel like                         something.                                                     (eat- to eat- eating)

         Fill in the blanks with the right phrasal verbs from the box. (2Pts)

1. Last night, the �re                         and there was no body to help,” said a witness.
2. You should                               while crossing the bridge; accidents often happen here.
3. When Alicia had �nished her exam, she                                her paper                   and                                .

         What would you say in the following situations? (3Pts)
1. Girls are better students than boys.
    (express your agreement or disagreement)
2. Your friend : The publisher has accepted my �rst English novel.
     You (respond to this news)
3. Your neighbour’s children always make noise in the corridor.
     You (complain to your neighbour)
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QUIZ 15 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
         Fill in the gaps with appropriate words from the list. (2Pts)

1- Bill is an                             student. He doesn’t rely on his parents for his school fees or pocket money.
2- Mr. Bean has a sense of                                . He is good at making other people burst into laughter.
3- Some African immigrants still su�er from racial                                 even in developed countries.
4- We mustn’t squander our natural                      namely water; we should think about the upcoming 
   generations.

         Give the correct form of the words in brackets. (4Pts)

1. Doing (volunteer)                              work is a good aspect of being a good and responsible citizen.
2. If we want to improve our education, we should change our (education)                            system.
3. Cultural (diverse)                  and global tolerance are needed to avoid culture shock among nations.
4. The new president declared that health (careful)                           should be given top priority.

 Re-write these sentences beginning with the words given. (5Pts)

1. “I will sell my new apartment,” Peter said.
     Peter said
2. The president signed the two contracts yesterday.
     The two contracts
3. It’s a pity! I didn’t watch the �lm last night.
    If only
4. I didn’t bring my son a gift. So, he was mad at me.
    If 
5. We organized a meeting. We wanted to improve our working conditions in the factory.
                                                                           in order to

Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense. (3Pts)

                                  

1. My classmate and I are shooting a short �lm in the school. So far, we (�nish)                            the �rst 
    sequences. By the end of this month, we (post)                                  it on our school facebook page.
2. Mr. Taylor (buy)                                   a new car before he retired three years ago.

 Fill in the blanks with the right words from the list. (2Pts)

1. Mandy: Do you know the man                                  is sitting there in the garden?
     Susan: Yes, he is Mr. Parker. The man                                   family died last year in a plane crash.
2. Malasyia is a place                                   the prime minister usually spends his summer holiday.
3. “I need the money                                   I lent you last year,” Thomas told his friend.

humour    - resources   - independent   - discrimination   - countries

who   – whose   - whom   - which   - why   - where

1. Jargon refers to a set of words or expressions used by a profession 
     or a group of people.
2. “Could you repair this wheel tire for me, please?” he said.
3. “I am terribly sorry for the noise we made last night. We had a party,” he said.
4. For me, getting a job is better than going to university.

a. Opinion
b. Complaint
c. De�nition
d. Request
e. Apology

Sentences Functions

Match the following sentences with their functions. (4Pts)

1EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 
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QUIZ 16 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
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3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

         Fill in each gap with an appropriate word from the list. (4Pts)

1. Karim can’t �nd his notebook. He                       have left it in the classroom.       (will-might-should)
2. Look at the girl                 is sitting on the chair. She is Parker’s daughter, Emily. (who-whose-which)
3. When I was a kid, I used                         a lot of chocolate.                                           (eat - to eat – eating)
4. The journalist,                       you had the interview with, was my classmate.        (whom-whose-who)

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (5Pts)

1. “I bought you a new puppet,” the mother to her little daughter.
     The mother told her little daughter
2. They have built a new show car room in Marrakesh.
     A new show car room
3. Luke and his wife don’t have the internet connection. They can’t buy the products online.
     If Luke and his wife
4. Claude and his friend bought two tickets. They wanted to watch the match at the stadium.
                                                                        so that
5. I didn’t take a taxi. So, I came late for the interview.
    I wish

         Put the verbs in the correct form. (4Pts)

1. Camellia (start)                          writing novels two years ago. Since then, she has participated in 
    many international writing competitions. By the end of next year, she (print)
    out her �fth novel.
2. Kevin’s aunt (to work)                     in Florida for many years before she (move)                   to Chicago.

         Give the correct form of the words between brackets. (2Pts)

1. Some students �nd it di�cult to (memory)                               irregular verbs.
2. I am sorry. I have a (complain)                             about your dog. It was barking all night long.
3. Students should be (awareness)                                   of the danger of taking drugs on their health.
4. People say that farmers are responsible for the (destroy)                                  of forests.

         What would you say in the following situations? (1Pts)

1. You phoned somebody by mistake.
    You : (apologize to him)
2. You need your friend’s motorbike to make a delivery.
     You (make a request)

         Fill in the blanks with the right phrasal verb. (4Pts)

1. “Just                      warming up. I’ll be back soon,” the coach told his players.
2. The Cop22 will certainly                       important changes to reduce global green house emissions 
    in the world.
3. “It’s time to                 your jacket and                  your pyjamas before you go to bed,” the mother said.

bring about   - keep on    - stand for    - take o�    - put on

1EXERCISE 
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QUIZ 17 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

1EXERCISE          Fill in each gap with an appropriate word from the list. (4Pts)

1. You                   come all this way to bring this paper. You can just fax it.                (need –needn’t-will)
2. “You’d better                   more water in the morning,” the doctor told him.   (drink-to drink-drinking)
3. She took the bus                    arrive on time to work.                                                 (for- so as to – so that)
4. “Working at night with high salary doesn’t                      me,” he said.        (turn on- appeal to- log on)

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (5Pts)

1. “You’d better see an optician before wearing those sunglasses,” Uncle Fred told Brenda.
     Uncle Fred advised 
2. Clark gave Garcia a diamond ring for her engagement.
     Garcia
3. I couldn’t go to the racing car show because I didn’t buy a ticket.
     If 
4. I was late to work last time; so, the boss got angry.
     I wish
5. She didn’t want to be seen by the guests. The little girl hid under the table.
                                                                      so as not to

         Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense. (4Pts)

1. I (can, not)                          answer your phone call last time because I (drive)                           my car.
2. When Karim arrived at class, his classmates (already, to start)                                               the exam .
3. The city council (build)                                a new youth center in this city two years ago.

         Give the correct form of the words in brackets. (2Pts)

1. In our hospital, we need a lot of (medicine)                                                    supplies.
2. He made a good (choose)                              to continue his studies abroad.
3. Students should (application)                              for scholarship before the deadline.
4. This association’s principal aim is to teach (illiteracy)                              women in countryside.

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (3Pts)

1. He is a university professor. He is an active member in an NGO, too. (not only….but also)

2. He eats less greasy food. Yet, he is still fat. (in spite of )

3. The police arrested him because he killed an old lady. (Therefore)

         Fill in the blanks with appropriate words from the list. (2Pts)

1. Brainy people are seduced by                           salaries , better working conditions and modern 
    facilities by host countries.
2.                                 schools are badly needed in rural areas to stop dropping out of school.
3. Players should sing their national                                 before any o�cial sports competition.
4. Nowadays, even in villages, people can have                                 to the internet.

attendance  - Boarding   – access  - tempting  - anthem
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QUIZ 18 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

1EXERCISE            Fill in each gap with appropriate words from the list. (2Pts)

1. Despite the e�orts made to stop illegal                          , many African immigrants still cross the sea.
2. To �ght the problem of unemployment, the government should o�er more job 
     to diploma holders.
3. Besides babysitting the two kids, the house maid should do all the                              .
4. Some students prefer to continue their                education in Morocco while others prefer abroad.

         Give the correct form of the words in brackets. (3Pts)

1. This is an (nation)                               organization whose goal is to help needy people worldwide.
2. Jamal’s mother is a (help)                                woman. She always helps people who are  in need.
3. He is a (care)                               student. He never does his homework.

 Re-write these sentences as suggested. (4Pts)

1. It should be forbidden in all public places. Smoking is a bad habit. (That’s why)

2. Some workers are not satis�ed with their salaries. They left their jobs. (As a consequence)

3. Last month, many �ights to Istanbul were cancelled. The weather was bad. (due to)

4. The security guard didn’t let the journalist in because he didn’t bring the badge. (Therefore)

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (4Pts)

1. “When did you meet the king?” the TV presenter asked an old man.
    The TV presenter wanted to know
2. It’s a pity! I didn’t bring my camera to take some photos.
    I wish
3. I used to meet him in this restaurant. He has become my best friend.
    The man whom
4. They are building a new private school downtown.
    A new private school 

         Give the correct form of the verbs between brackets. (3Pts)

         Give the correct form of the verbs between brackets. (4Pts)

1. In spite of being tired, the father insisted on (play)                                  the game with his child.
2. Yesterday, Rose went to the gym after she (�nish)                                  her Math homework.
3. In two weeks’ time, Henry and his wife (leave)                                  Australia.

higher  - immigration   - homework  - housework  - opportunities

1. You needn’t have paid for the meal. My father is the owner of this restaurant.
2. Sorry to have to say this, but your child was rude to me.
3. “You are not allowed to take pictures in this museum,” the notice says.
4. You need to send the papers now, otherwise your visa will be rejected.

a-Lack of necessity
b-Complaining
c-Necessity
d-Prohibition

Sentences Functions
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QUIZ 19 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

1EXERCISE          Give the correct form of the words in brackets. (3Pts)

1. The jury didn’t accept him because he was an (experienced)                                 candidate.
2. The steward said,” For your (safe)                     , fasten your seat-belt and switch o� your cell phones.”
3. Environmentalists argue that (industry)                                 factories should be built outside the city.

         Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense. (3Pts)

1. The �lm festival (to take)                                 place in Marrakesh every year.
2. Jamal (to work)                                  as a teacher for 10 years before he became a headmaster.
3. By the end of July, students (�nish)                                                               all their exams.

         Match these sentences with their appropriate functions. (4Pts)

         Fill in each gap with the correct word from the list. (2Pts)

1. The police o�cer                           my name and address in his notebook.       (took down- turned down)
2. He was able                       three goals last match despite his injury.                      (score- to score- scoring)
3. I don’t know the meaning of this word. Can you                it              in your dictionary?        (pick up-look up)
4. You’d better                               the paper before you sign it.                                        (read- to read- reading)

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (6Pts)

1. Christian didn’t know the answer during the exam.
     Christian wishes
2. “Where can I �nd a cheap apartment for rent?” a tourist asked a man.
      The tourist wanted to know
3. Camellia is a rich woman. Yet, she doesn’t help poor people.
     Despite 
4. The bus driver had to slow down because it was raining heavily. (Therefore)

5. The journalist brought a notebook. He wanted to take notes during the conference. (in order to)

6. I regret having gone to that party; it was terrible.
     I wish

         Fill in the blanks with the words from the list. (2Pts)

1. It’s                                of you to help such homeless children; they are badly in need.
2. Community service and                                  work are good aspects of active citizenship.
3. Many Non-Governmental Organizations call for                                  �re in some African countries.
4. Free medical checks up and medication are one of the basic human                          .

ceasing    – voluntary    – thoughtless   - thoughtful - rights

1. I’m afraid but we served you the food you ordered. 
2. I have a problem with my teacher. What should I do?
3. Would you like me to help you do that exercise?
4. How about looking for another job?

a. Asking for advice
b. Responding to a complaint
c. O�ering
d. Suggesting

Sentences Functions
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QUIZ 20 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

1EXERCISE          Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense. (3Pts)

1. By this time next week, Sarah (join)                               Sorbonne university.
2. Sam missed his �ight yesterday. When he (get)                          at the airport, the plane (already, 
     take o�)                                 .
3. Thousands of tourists (to visit)                              Morocco in 2010.
4. Mr. Lee (die)                   two months ago. He left two children who (study)                     in France now.

1. You                             go to the agency to pay the bills; you can do that on line.            (needn’t -need to)
2. He came late to school. He                             have missed the bus.                          (should- shouldn’t- will)
3. Mr. Lynch has a Porsche car. He                             be wealthy.                                            (must- should- will)
4. He                              continue playing the match because he got injured.              (can’t- couldn’t- must)

1. Although he had a lot of money, he didn’t buy a car. (Nevertheless)

2. Frank wanted to check his spelling mistakes. He read the article twice. (so as to)

3. Despite being an old man, Mr. Wilson writes books in English.
     Although Mr. Wilson

         Fill in each gap with the appropriate word from the list. (2Pts)

         Fill in each gap with the right word from the list. (4Pts)

a. My friend suggested that he will plant more trees in the school garden.
b. My friend suggested that he should plant more trees in the school garden.

a. The party will organize in the cafeteria next week.
b. The party will be organized in the cafeteria next week.

a. We would have bought a new car if my father had saved enough money.
b. We will buy a car if my father had saved enough money.

a. He is studying hard for passing his �nal exams.
b. He is studying hard for pass his �nal exams.

         Circle the right answer. (4Pts)

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (3Pts)

      Match these sentences with their appropriate functions. (4Pts)

1. Ayman is not satis�ed with the new place                           he has to live; it’s too narrow for him.
2. Hot Maroc is a novel                            was written by a Moroccan writer, Yassin Adnane.

whose    - whom   - where    – which   - why 

1. That man can’t be my uncle. My uncle is in Spain now.
2. He drives his car despite his handicap.
3. I’m positive that my team will win the match tomorrow.
4. May I go to the restroom, Sir?

a. Impossibility
b. Concession
c. Permission
d. Certainty

Sentences Functions

1

2

3

4
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QUIZ 21 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
         Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form. (4 Pts)

1. Bob : When shall I come to get my cell phone back?
    Phone repairer : You can come at 11 O’clock a.m. I (�nish)                           (repair)                 it by then.
2. After I (see)                        the �lm, “The twilight”, which (win)                        , the prize a few years ago, 
     I (be)                     deadly scared.
3. He (recently, to buy)                                        a new apartment in Casablanca.
4. “You’d better (to work)                            and do more exercises,” the teacher said.
5. Thanks for (devote)                            some of your time to answer our questionnaire.

         Fill in the gaps with the right phrasal verbs from the list. (4pts)

1. WHO                              World Health Organization.
2. You should revise your essay before you                             it                               .
3. The candidate should                             a new black suit and a tie for the interview.
4. He                              the meeting because the manager had a terrible accident.

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (6pts)

1. Every day, the building keeper brings food to the dog.
     Every day, the food
2. “Let’s take up evening classes to learn English?” the wife said.
      The wife suggested
3. Nadia walks to school every day because she doesn’t have a bike.
     If Nadia
4. The tourist took the map with him. He didn’t want to be lost in the desert.
                                                                             in order not to
5. He could not go to the concert because he had some homework to do.
     He wishes
6. “Don’t worry about the global tests,” the teacher said.
     The teacher told the student

         What would you say in the following situations? (3Pts)

1. Your elder brother has just got engaged.
    (Congratulate him)
2. You went to a club and you wasted all your money.
    (Express regret)
3. You are on the phone talking to your Spanish friend who is coming to Morocco.
    (Ask him to bring you a real T-shirt of FC Barcelona)

         Match these words to make appropriate collocations. (3Pts)
1. vacuum
2. cultural 
3. sustainable

a. diversity
b. cleaner
c. development

put o�   - stands for   - hand in   - take o�   - put on

1EXERCISE 

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 
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QUIZ 22 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

         Fill in each gap with the right word from the list. (3Pts)

1. Unfortunately, Salah’s son                                �nish the exam on time.      (couldn’t- mustn’t- needn’t)
2.                                     I use your land phone to call my friends?                                    (might- need- may)
3. You look exhausted. I think you                        go home to relax.                         (should- will – needn’t)

         Give the correct form of the words in brackets. (2Pts)

1. You need a medical certi�cate to (justi�cation)                                              your absence.
2. The boss employed the job applicant (immediate)                                           after the interview.
3. When the electricity went o�, there was a complete (dark)                           all over the place.
4. The (invent)                          of light bulbs was a great achievement of Thomas Adison.

         Give the correct form of the verbs in brackets. (4Pts)

1. Why did you paint your room yellow? If you (paint)                          it red, it (look)                            nicer.
2. When Ahmed got to the cinema, the �lm (already, to start)                                                     .
3. If he had come earlier, he (not, to miss)                                                    the train.
4. Thank you for (help)                                              that old lady cross the road; that was very nice of you.

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (5Pts)

1. “Don’t forget to take your medication before the meals,” the doctor said.
     The doctor reminded Natalie
2. The company manager said, ” We give bonuses to hard working workers.”
    The company manager said, ”the bonuses                                                                                                            “
3. The �lm you lent two weeks ago. I liked the �lm. (which)

4. I cheated on my wife and I regret it.
    I wish
5. Because he was injured, he couldn’t run quickly. 
    because of

         What would you say in the following situations? (3pts)

1. Someone asks you to help him carry his luggage at the airport.
    You : (refuse and give a reason)
2. Your friend called you and told you that he broke his arm in a basket ball match.
    You : (respond to this news)
3. Suggest to your classmates cleaning the classroom on Sunday.
    You :

         Fill in the blanks with the right phrasal verb from the list. (3Pts)

1. He                            di�cult time last year because he had a lot of family problems.
2. We’ ve                            of bread. I need to go to the bakery now.
3. Students should prepare well before they                                the exam.

run out   – went through   - sit for   – put o�    – set up

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

1EXERCISE 
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QUIZ 23 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
         Give the correct form of the words in brackets. (3Pts)

1. The words are arranged in an (alphabet)                              order in all dictionaries.
2. It’s really (pain)                                   to see Palestine people being slaughtered and killed in public.
3. You can’t rely on Silvia. She is an (rely)                                  person.

         Put the verbs in brackets in the correct tense. (3Pts)

1. By the end of next month, she (save)                                  enough money to buy a new cell phone. 
     She (to dream)                                  of having an iPhone long time ago.
2. After she (watch)                                  the �lm the other night, she went out with her friends.

         Join the following sentences using the words given. (3Pts)

1. He �nished his homework early. He wanted to go to the stadium. (so as to)

2. Regardless of how old Mr. Lewis is, he is still the right coach for the team.
    No matter
3. I liked science �ction �lms. Now, I prefer romance stories.
    I used to

         Re-write these sentences as suggested. (5Pts)

1. He didn’t go to the doctor because he was not aware of the danger of this disease.
    If
2. No one is allowed to park his car in this place.
    It’s
3. Austin didn’t have enough money to buy the camera.
    Austin wishes
4. The man didn’t manage to open the door although he had the key.
                                                                            . Nevertheless,
5. They have considered her as their president woman before the elections.
    She

         What would you say in the following situations? (1Pts)

1. Your friend complained because you lost his notebook.
    (apologize to him)
2. You are not satis�ed with the service in a luxurious restaurant.
    (complain to the restaurant manager)

         Put the right pre�x to the words in brackets. (5Pts)

1. “Never (estimate)                                     your opponent; he may win the next round,” he told the boxer.
2. Mrs. Evans, who used to be my (teacher)                                  , passed away last week.
3. I’ll always remember my visit to London last year; it was an (forgettable)                                   trip.
4. Besides studying, most of Moroccan students have (time)                                   jobs abroad.
5. Many associations are against (arranged)                            marriage because it often ends in divorce.

pre   - under  - ex - part    -un    - dis - im

2EXERCISE 

3EXERCISE 

4EXERCISE 

5EXERCISE 

6EXERCISE 

1EXERCISE 


